Government of Rajasthan
Water Resources Department

No: T/CE/WR/TA(SS)/NCF/N-37/19/7  
Dated: 31-8-10

ORDER

The Para 2.2.2 of State Water Policy, February 2010 of Rajasthan envisages that “Priority for rehabilitation and modernisation of irrigation projects will be given to those projects, where farmers are willing to organise into water user groups.”

In view of the above, all concerned authorities are enjoined upon to prepare project proposals, accordingly and give priority to those rehabilitation and modernisation of irrigation projects, where farmers are willing to organise into water user groups

Chief Engineer
Water Resources, Rajasthan
Jaipur

No: T/CE/WR/TA(SS)/NCF/N-37/19/7  
Dated: 31-8-10

Copy forwarded to the following for information and necessary compliance:
1. Commissioner, Kota/Bikaner/Ajmer
2. Chief Engineer, Water Resources Department, Rajasthan, Jaipur
3. Chief Engineer, Water Resources Kota/ North, Hanumangarh
4. Chief Engineer, QC & EAP, Jaipur/CE, SWRDP, Jaipur
5. Chief Engineer, Water Resources, Narmada Project, Sanchore
6. Chief Engineer, IGNP, Bikaner/Jaisalmer
7. Chief Engineer, Urban/Rural/Special Projects, PHED, Jaipur
8. Chief Engineer, Ground Water Department, Jodhpur
10. Additional Chief Engineer, SWRDP, Jaipur/Director, IMTI, Kota
11. Secretary, IGNB, Jaipur

Chief Engineer
Water Resources, Rajasthan
Jaipur